Rugged Time Scheduling Causes Speaker Conflict

By JOHN BEHRMAN

Thursday saw a veritable plethora of evening lecturers on or scheduled to be on the post-finals campus.

Hanszen College presented a panel of Cuban “Freedom Fighters.” The Rice Forum came up with AMA president Dr. Edward Annis. The Physics and Economics departments scheduled talks by Dr. Rorschach and Professor Seymour Harris, respectively. The Chapel featured this semester’s visiting professor of Religion, Dr. Amos Wilder.

THE CONFLICT was lessened to a degree by a snowstorm in Boston which prevented Professor Harris from leaving the Harvard of the North. According to Dr. Gaston Rimlinger of the Economics Department, the Harris lecture is to be rescheduled. This week will see the department presenting Simon Kuznets, also of Harvard.

Dr. Rorschach delivered a chilling lecture on low temperature physics.

Students and doctors witnessed another chapter in the AMA’s continuing campaign against Medicare proposals.

ALL BUT THE hastily rescheduled Hanszen program were either long-scheduled or inflexible commitments. Dr. Annis’ speaking dates have to be fitted into a nationwide itinerary.

Doug Harlan, while conceding that Hanszen regulations make it difficult for its members to go elsewhere on College night, insisted that the Hanszen program broke up soon enough for those who so desired to attend on time all but the Chapel service.

ALTHOUGH THE Dean and his secretary denied it, Harlan asserted that the shift of the Hanszen program from Wednesday to Thursday had been cleared with Dean Higginbotham. As far as any scheduling conflict might be concerned, said Harlan, “the Dean must not have looked at the calendar.”

This week those interested in all three will be flipping coins between Chapel, History or Economics talks.